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Immiscible Cu-Ta alloys produced by mechanical alloying are currently the
subject of intensive research due to their mechanical strength combined with
extraordinary structural stability at high temperatures. Previous experi-
mental and simulation studies suggested that grain boundaries (GBs) in Cu-
Ta alloys are stabilized by Ta nano-clusters coherent with the Cu matrix. To
better understand the stabilization effect of Ta, we performed atomistic
computer simulations of GB–cluster interactions in Cu-Ta alloys with various
compositions and GB velocities. The study focuses on a single plane GB driven
by an applied shear stress due to the shear-coupling effect. The results of the
simulations are in close quantitative agreement with the Zener model of GB
pinning. This agreement and the large magnitude of the unpinning stress
confirm that the structural stability of these alloys is due to the drastically
decreased GB mobility rather than a reduction in GB energy. For comparison,
we simulated GB motion in a random solid solution. While the latter also
reduces the GB mobility, the effect is not as strong as in the presence of Ta
clusters. GB motion in the random solution itself induces precipitation of Ta
clusters due to short-circuit diffusion of Ta in GBs, suggesting a possible
mechanism of cluster formation inside the grains.

INTRODUCTION

Nanocrystalline alloys have attracted much
attention over the past decades due to their high
mechanical strength, corrosion and wear resistance
and other useful properties. These properties are
primarily due to the presence of a large density of
grain boundaries (GBs) in the material. In partic-
ular, the strengthening effect is caused by the
difficulty of dislocation nucleation and glide inside
the nano-grains and slip transmission across GBs.
One of the obstacles to wider applications of
nanocrystalline alloys is the tendency of nano-
grains to grow at elevated temperatures (in some
cases, even at room temperature). Due to the large
specific area of GBs, their excess free energy creates
a strong driving force for grain growth causing dete-
rioration of superior properties. Several approaches
have been proposed for stabilization of nano-grain
structures. They can be broadly divided in two
types: thermodynamic stabilization by reducing the
GB free energy by solute segregation,1–5 and kinetic

stabilization wherein the GB mobility is reduced by
the solute drag effect6–9 or Zener pinning by small
precipitates of a second phase.10–12

Cu-Ta nanocrystalline alloys have recently
emerged as a promising class of materials for
high-temperature, high-strength applications.5,13–17

They belong to the category of immiscible alloys that
combine high mechanical strength with extraordi-
nary structural stability at high tempera-
tures.1,5,13–22 Although Cu and Ta have negligible
mutual solubility in the solid state, high-energy
mechanical alloying can force a significant amount
of Ta into an unstable FCC solid solution with Cu.
During the subsequent thermal processing, Ta
atoms precipitate from the solution in the form of
nanometer-scale coherent clusters (see fig. 7c in
Ref. 14 for a demonstration of coherency of Ta
clusters). Although some of these clusters eventu-
ally lose coherency with Cu and grow into larger
particles of BCC Ta, it is the array of coherent Ta
nano-clusters that is believed to be responsible for
the excellent thermal stability and strength of the
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mechanically alloyed Cu-Ta alloys.16,17,23 The clus-
ters impose a strong resistance to GB migration and
eventually pin GBs in place by the Zener mecha-
nism.10–12 In addition to the Hall–Petch mechanism
of GB hardening,24,25 the clusters located at the GBs
increase their resistance to dislocation transmission
and GB sliding. The clusters located inside the
grains can also contribute to the strengthening by
restraining dislocations glide and twinning. As a
result, a Cu-Ta alloy with a grain size of around
100–200 nm is stronger than pure Cu with the grain
size of about 5 nm, leading to a more favorable
combination of strength and ductility.16

Previous atomistic simulations13,23 have con-
firmed the formation of nm-scale Ta precipitates
(clusters) inside the nano-grains and especially at
GBs, with their size distribution being consistent
with experimental data obtained by atom probe
tomography.16,17 Importantly, both simulations and
experiments have shown that adding more Ta into
the alloy only increases the number density of the
clusters with little effect on their size. The simula-
tions have also confirmed that the Ta clusters
drastically reduce the grain growth rate in agree-
ment with experiments and significantly increase
the tensile strength of the material.

The previous simulation work13,23 was performed
on polycrystalline samples and probed an average
behavior of a polycrystalline aggregate. In this
paper, we report on atomistic simulations of an
individual GB with a particular bicrystallography.
The goal is to understand the GB–cluster interac-
tions in greater detail and to demonstrate quanti-
tatively that such interactions are well consistent
with the Zener model of GB pinning. This agree-
ment provides strong evidence that the outstanding
thermal stability of the Cu-Ta alloys is primarily
due to the kinetic factor, namely, the Zener pinning
by Ta clusters.

METHODOLOGY

Atomic interactions have been described by the
recently developed angular-dependent interatomic
potential for the Cu-Ta system.23 The simulations
combined molecular dynamics (MD) employing
the large-scale atomic/molecular massively parallel
simulator (LAMMPS) code26 and Monte Carlo (MC)
simulations implemented in the parallel MC code
developed by V. Yamakov (NASA). A prescribed
amount of Ta was introduced into Cu by the
composition-controlled MC algorithm utilized in
our previous work.27,28 This algorithm brings the
system to thermodynamic equilibrium at a given
temperature, given average chemical composition
and imposed zero-stress conditions. A trial move of
the MC process included a small random displace-
ment of a randomly selected atoms in a random
direction and a random re-assignment of its chem-
ical species to either Cu or Ta. The trial moves also
included random changes in the dimensions of the

simulation block with respective rescaling of atomic
coordinates. The trial move was accepted or rejected
by the Metropolis algorithm. In single-crystalline
samples, the Ta atoms inserted by the MC simula-
tion always appeared in the form of randomly
distributed nano-clusters with FCC structure coher-
ent with the Cu-matrix. In the presence of a GB, the
clusters had approximately the same size but
formed predominantly at the GB. Thermodynami-
cally, the nano-cluster form of Ta is metastable in
both MC simulations and experiments. The nearly
constant cluster size is apparently dictated by a
local energy minimum optimizing the solubility
energy, elastic strain energy (Cu and Ta have a
large atomic size mismatch) and the surface tension,
somewhat similar to Guinier–Preston zones in
Al(Cu) alloys. The extraordinary thermal stability
of this metastable state suggests the existence of a
large energy barrier separating it from the more
stable structure composed of large particles of BCC
Ta. For comparison, we modeled the unstable solid
solution obtained by mechanical alloying. The latter
was obtained by randomly substituting Cu atoms by
Ta to create a uniform mixture with a set chemical
composition.

The boundary studied here was the R17(530)[001]
symmetrical tilt GB with the misorientation angle
of h ¼ 61:93� [R being the reciprocal density of
coincident sites, [001] the tilt axis and (530) the GB
plane]. The GB structure consists of identical kite-
shape structural units arranged in a zigzag array
(Fig. 1a). The grains had an approximately square
cross-section parallel to the GB plane and were
longer in the z-direction normal to the GB plane.
The boundary conditions were initially periodic in
all three directions. Two simulation blocks were
utilized: a smaller one with the approximate dimen-
sions 6:3 � 6:3 � 84:4 nm (2:63 � 105 atoms) and a
bigger one with the approximate dimensions
21:3 � 21:3 � 58:7 nm (2:06 � 106 atoms). By
default, the results reported below were obtained
with the smaller block unless otherwise indicated.
Ta was introduced into the bicrystal by either MC
simulations or random substitution as mentioned
above.

To induce GB motion, a shear strain was applied
parallel to the GB plane. To this end, free surfaces
were created in the z-direction. Atoms within a 1.5-
nm layer near one surface were fixed while a similar
layer near the second surface was translated as a
rigid body parallel to the GB plane and normal to
the tilt axis with a constant velocity vjj. All other
atoms were dynamic. The translation velocity was
chosen between 0.02 and 10 m/s. This simulation
scheme explores the shear-coupling effect,29,30 in
which normal GB motion produces shear deforma-
tion of the region it traverses; conversely, relative
translation of grains parallel to the GB plane
with some velocity vjj causes normal GB motion
with a velocity vn. The shear-coupling effect is
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characterized by the coupling factor b ¼ vjj=vn,
which for perfect coupling is a geometric parameter
that depends only on the bicrystallography of the
boundary. For the R17 GB studied here, the geo-
metric coupling factor is b ¼ 2 tanðh=2 � p=4Þ ¼
�0:496. The normal driving force exerted on the
GB is p ¼ bs,31,32 where s ¼ ryz is the shear stress
parallel to the GB plane created by the grain
translation. During the MD simulations, the posi-
tion of the moving GB was tracked by finding the
peak of potential energy (pure Cu and Cu-Ta with
clusters) or bond-angle parameter (solid solution) in
the snapshots using the OVITO visualization soft-
ware.33 The shear stress was computed using the
standard virial expression averaged over the entire
system.

RESULTS

Effect of Ta Clusters on Boundary Migration

The Ta clusters had approximately the same size
distribution regardless of the average alloy compo-
sition, which is in agreement with previous
work.16,17,23 The temperature dependence of the
distribution was also small. For example, at the

temperature of 900 K, the clusters had a typical size
of 0.75 nm and contained around 20–25 atoms,
although some of the clusters contained up to 50
atoms. When Ta concentration was small, the GB
could easily unpin from the clusters and move
through pure Cu driven by the applied stress
(Fig. 1b). At 900 K, the stress required for the GB
motion was <9 MPa (Fig. 2a). The coupling factor
determined from vjj and vn was close to the ideal
geometric value (Fig. 2b).

After the composition reached about 0.06 at.%Ta,
the GB could no longer unpin and the GB response
to the applied shear switched from coupled motion
to sliding. At 900 K, the sliding stress is approxi-
mately 300–400 MPa. This is an unusual type of
sliding in which the GB contains a significant
density of nano-clusters that resist the sliding
process. Examination of simulation snapshots
showed that the sliding process continuously sepa-
rated individual Ta atoms from the clusters or
merged the clusters together (Fig. 1d). Neverthe-
less, the clusters not only survived but also pre-
served approximately the same average size,
demonstrating remarkable stability. The transition
from coupling to sliding occurred when the GB area

Fig. 1. MD simulation of stress-induced motion of the Cu R17 GB in the presence of Ta nano-clusters at 900 K. (a) GB structure composed of
kite-shape structural units. (b) GB position after unpinning from the clusters in the 0.015 at.%Ta alloy. (c) Ta clusters left behind the boundary; the
GB plane is shown parallel to the page. (e) GB sliding in the 0.055 at.%Ta alloy. (d) Ta clusters in the sliding GB; the GB plane is shown parallel to
the page. In (b) and (e), the right end of the simulation block is fixed while the left end moves with the speed of 1 m/s in the direction indicated by
the green arrow.
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per cluster was about 8–10 nm2. In alloys with
larger Ta concentrations when the GB slid, this area
reduced to 4 nm2 or less.

To examine the GB–cluster interactions in more
detail, the boundary which had unpinned from the
clusters and travelled some distance into a Cu grain
was stopped and set to move back toward the
clusters by reversing the direction of the grain
translation (keeping the same vjj). Typically, the
boundary impinging on the clusters would stop
momentarily but then unpin and continue traveling
into the other grain. Next, the direction of GB
motion was reversed again and the boundary was
driven back through the same set of clusters a
second time, and then again several times. Inter-
estingly, during this process, the coupling factor of
the GB remained close to ideal, demonstrating a
remarkable robustness of the shear-coupling effect.
Indeed, each time the GB would break through the
set of clusters, the latter ‘‘punched holes’’ in the
GB structure. Nevertheless, the boundary would

quickly heal the holes, recover the initial atomic
structure and regain the ability to couple to shear
stresses with the same coupling factor.

Figure 3 shows typical examples of the shear
stress as a function of time as the boundary passes
through the clusters twice. To demonstrate that this
stress behavior is independent of the system size,
simulations were repeated in the simulation block
with a larger GB area, as illustrated in Fig. 3b. Note
the existence of two stress peaks with opposite sign
each time the boundary passes through the clusters.
This behavior is exactly what is expected within the
Zener model of GB pinning. Indeed, as shown
schematically in Fig. 4, the GB–obstacle interaction
has two stages: attraction and pinning. As soon as
the moving GB touches the spherical obstacle, the
surface tension begins to pull the GB towards the
sphere (Fig. 4a). As a result, the boundary is
attracted to the obstacle. Once the boundary has
passed through the obstacle and is trying to move
on, the contact angle changes sign and the surface
tension is now pulling the boundary back (Fig. 4b).
This creates a pinning force that must be overcome
for the GB to separate from the obstacle.

Figure 5 demonstrates that the local GB curva-
tures near the clusters are qualitatively consistent
with the attraction and pinning stages of the Zener
model. Furthermore, a closer examination of Fig. 5
and the original movie shows that the moving GB

Fig. 2. Mechanical responses of the Cu R17 GB in the presence of
Ta nano-clusters at 900 K. (a) Shear stress s as a function of the
average alloy composition. The error bars indicate the standard
deviation of the stress from the average value during the simulations.
(b) Coupling factor b as a function of the average alloy composition;
the blue line marks the ideal value of b. The vertical dashed line
indicates the transition from coupling to sliding.

Fig. 3. Time dependence of the shear stress as the GB passes
through a set of Ta clusters twice at 900 K. The arrow shows the
point of reversal of the GB motion. (a) Alloy with 0.031 at.%Ta. (b)
Alloy with 0.027 at.%Ta; the larger simulation block.
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first touches one cluster, which then pulls the GB
forward, and it begins to touch neighboring clusters
one after another. As a result, the GB–cluster
contacts quickly spread over the boundary. Simi-
larly, the unpinning process starts with unpinning
of one cluster, followed by unpinning of neighbors
until the GB finally separates from all clusters. This
mechanism is similar to the operation of a ziplock
and can be called the zipping/unzipping mechanism.

We can now explain the double peak of the stress
in Fig. 3. When the GB is away from the cluster, the
imposed grain translation creates a shear stress s
pointing in the direction of translation, which we
count as positive. When the boundary comes into
contact with the clusters, the capillary force starts
pulling it in the direction of motion. Due to the
coupling effect, this accelerated normal motion
produces an additional relative translation of the
grains in the direction of the applied translation.
The velocity of this additional translation soon
exceeds the imposed velocity (in this case, 1 m/s),
and the shear stress reverses the sign. This is the
origin of the negative peak in Fig. 3. After the GB–
cluster interaction switches to pinning, the capillary
force opposes the GB motion. Accordingly, the
imposed grain translation increases the shear stress
until a critical value is reached at which the GB
unpins. This produces the second stress peak in
Fig. 3.

More complex interactions of the GB with the
clusters were also observed. For example, in alloy
compositions near the coupling to sliding transition
(Fig. 2), the boundary spends a few ns in the sliding
mode but eventually unpins and moves into one of
the grains. When sent back towards the same set of
clusters, the GB is stopped by them and begins to
slide. It never breaks through the clusters into the
second grain for as long as we can run the the

simulations (>55 ns). When the direction of grain
translation is reversed again, the GB unpins and
moves back into the initial grain. In other words,
the GB unpins from the clusters in one direction but
not in the other, even after several attempts. A
detailed mechanism of this asymmetry of pinning
remains unclear and calls for future work.

The computed stress profiles (e.g., Fig. 3) offer an
opportunity to test the Zener model against the
simulations. The dragging force exerted on the GB
by a spherical obstacle of a radius R is12

f ¼ pRc sin 2h, where h is the contact angle
(Fig. 4). This force reaches the maximum value
fmax ¼ pRc at h ¼ 45�. For a GB of an area A
containing N obstacles, the force per unit area is
Fmax ¼ pRcN=A. The GB unpins when its driving
force p reaches Fmax, giving the unpinning condition
pRcN=A ¼ jbjsmax. Here, smax is the stress of unpin-
ning given by the respective peak in Fig. 3. In the
simulations, b, N and A are known. The cluster
radius can be evaluated as the radius of an equiv-
alent sphere with the same volume as an average

cluster: R ¼ ð3Xn=4pÞ1=3, where n is the average
number of atoms in a cluster and X is the atomic
volume. Having this data, we can back-calculate the
GB free energy:

c ¼ Ajbjsmax

pRN
: ð1Þ

Table I summarizes the calculations from Eq. 1
for different alloy compositions and two different
sizes of the simulation block. Although the number
of Ta clusters in the GB varies between 2 and 31,
the values of the GB free energy recovered from
Eq. 1 have a small scatter around the average value
of 0.908 J/m2. For comparison, the energy of this
boundary at 0 K is 0.856 J/m2. The two numbers are
remarkably close. Ideally, the GB free energy at 900
K is expected to be lower than at 0 K. On the other
hand, the estimates in Table I refer to a non-
equilibrium boundary damaged by the clusters and
curved near the pinning points, the factors which
are likely raise its excess free energy. Given these
circumstances, and the fact that Eq. 1 relies on the
assumption of a perfectly spherical obstacle and
other approximations, the consistency of the c
values listed in Table I is very encouraging and
can be taken as a validation of the Zener model by
the simulations.

Grain Boundary Motion in a Random Alloy

Random distribution of Ta atoms in Cu also
imposes a resistance to GB motion, but, for the
same alloy composition, the effect is not nearly as
strong as when Ta forms clusters. For example, a
shear stress of 230 MPa was required to unpin the
GB in the sample containing 0.031 at.%Ta (Fig. 3a).
In a random alloy with this composition, the stress

Fig. 4. Interaction of a moving GB with a spherical obstacle in the
Zener model of pinning. (a) The boundary moving up comes in
contact with the obstacle. The GB tension (shown by arrows) is
pulling the GB towards the obstacle, creating an attractive force. (b)
The boundary is trying to break away from the obstacle and move on.
The capillary force is pulling the boundary back, creating a pinning
force. The vertical arrows indicate the direction of GB motion.
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of GB motion is practically indistinguishable from
that in pure Cu. Nevertheless, at a fixed grain
translation velocity vjj, this stress increases with Ta
concentration and, in alloys with 3 or more at.%Ta,
reaches a plateau at 200 MPa (Fig. 6). Figure 7a

shows that, with increasing Ta concentration, the
GB moves on average slower (at a fixed translation
velocity of the grains). Thus, the GB response to the
applied shear gradually transitions from coupling to
sliding.

Fig. 5. Interaction of a GB moving upward with Ta clusters at 900 K. (a) The GB approaches a set of clusters from below. (b) The capillary forces
attract the GB as soon as it touches the clusters. (c) The GB has absorbed all clusters. (d) The capillary forces pull the GB back as it tries to move
on. (e) Most of the GB has unpinned from the clusters. Note that the GB curvature is similar to the one shown schematically in Fig. 4. The alloy
composition is 0.027 at.%Ta and the simulation was performed in the large block.

Table I. Calculation of the GB free energy at 900 K from the Zener model of pinning

Alloy composition (at.%Ta) n A (nm2) R (nm) smax (GPa) c (J/m2)

0.016 2 40.07 0.50 0.140 0.886
0.027 24 456.03 0.41 0.124 0.908
0.031 4 40.08 0.40 0.230 0.910
0.034 31 455.99 0.41 0.164 0.929

n number of clusters in the GB plane, A GB area, R equivalent radius of clusters, smax shear stress of unpinning, c GB free energy.
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An interesting feature of GB migration in the
random alloy is its stop-and-go character with
alternating periods of rapid motion and arrest
(Fig. 7). This mode of GB motion is accompanied
by a saw-tooth behavior of the shear stress, with
accumulation of stress during the arrest time and a
rapid drop during the motion (Fig. 7c). As illus-
trated in this figure, the stop-and-go motion
becomes more pronounced with increasing Ta con-
centration and/or decreasing grain translation
velocity (and thus the average GB velocity).

Although a quantitative theory of this interesting
effect is yet to be developed, the following qualita-
tive explanation is proposed. As was noted in the
previous work,23 short-circuit diffusion of Ta atoms
along GBs plays a role in Cu-Ta alloys. A stationary
GB is capable of redistributing the Ta atoms
initially located in its core region and narrow
vicinity to form nano-clusters. The latter pin the
boundary in place and it remains immobile until the
grain translation creates a critical level of stress
required for unpinning. Once unpinned, the GB
moves fast until the coupling effect reduces the
stress and the boundary stops. While the stress
builds up again, the boundary remains stationary
and the GB diffusion creates a new set of clusters
that pin the boundary in its new position. The GB
remains pinned until the stress reaches the unpin-
ning level again and the process continues in the
stop-and-go manner. The dynamic instability inher-
ent in this process is somewhat similar to the
dynamic strain aging phenomenon34 and the Porte-
vin–Le Chatelier effect,35 except that the role of
dislocations and impurity atoms is played by the GB
and the clusters, respectively.

The process just described must create an array of
Ta clusters behind the moving GB. This was indeed
observed in the simulations as illustrated in Fig. 8.
The proposed mechanism is consistent with the
observed composition and rate dependencies of the

stop-and-go motion. The larger the Ta concentra-
tion, the more atoms are available in and near the
GB to build new clusters; the slower the grain
translation velocity, the more time is given to GB
diffusion to form larger clusters.

Fig. 6. Average stress for GB motion as a function of chemical
composition in the random Cu-Ta alloy at 900 K. The grain transla-
tion velocity is 1 m/s. The error bars indicate the standard deviation
of the stress from the average value during the simulations.

Fig. 7. Coupled motion of the R17 GB in the random Cu-Ta solid
solution at 900 K. (a) GB displacement as a function of time for the
alloy compositions indicated in the legend. The grain translation
velocity is 1 m/s. (b) GB displacement as a function of grain trans-
lation for the translation velocities indicated in the legend. The alloy
composition is 2 at.%Ta. (c) GB displacement and shear stress as
functions of time for the 2 at.%Ta alloy. The grain translation velocity
is 1 m/s.
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CONCLUSION

Stress-driven GB motion has been studied by
atomistic simulations in Cu with Ta nano-clusters
and in a random Cu-Ta solution. For the alloy with
clusters, the simulations confirm the previously
observed stability of the cluster size.13,16,17,23 Add-
ing more Ta in the alloys only increases the number
density of Ta clusters with little or no effect on their
size distribution. In contrast to previous simulations
conducted on polycrystalline samples,13,23 in this
paper we have focused on an individual GB. This
has allowed us to investigate its interaction with Ta
clusters in greater detail. The stress behavior
during the GB–cluster interactions has identified
two stages of the process, attraction and pinning,
which is consistent with the Zener model of pinning
by spherical obstacles. To compare the simulation
results with the Zener model quantitatively, we
extracted the GB free energy c from a set of
simulations for different alloy compositions and
systems sizes. While the number of clusters in the
GB plane varied by more than an order of magni-
tude, the obtained values of c were well reproducible
and had a very reasonable magnitude (Table I). For
the temperature of 900 K, the simulations predict
the pinning stress on the level of 100–200 MPa
(Table I) and the sliding stress of 300–400 MPa
(Fig. 2a). For comparison, the stress of moving the
same GB with the same velocity in pure Cu is at

least an order of magnitude less (<9 MPa).
Although the fast (in comparison with experiments)
GB motion implemented in the MD simulations is
likely to overestimate all stresses, it is reasonable to
expect that the relative magnitude of the stresses is
correctly represented. The large pinning stress by
the Ta clusters and the quantitative agreement with
the Zener pinning model provide strong evidence
that the high-temperature stability of the grain size
demonstrated by the Cu-Ta alloys is primarily due
to the pinning of GBs by Ta clusters. Structure
evolution in these alloys can, therefore, be modeled
by Monte Carlo,36,37 phase field,38 finite-element39

and other non-atomistic methods, with input data
provided by atomistic simulations.

For comparison, we have studied stress-driven
motion of the GB in a random Cu-Ta solid solution,
mimicking the state of the material right after
mechanical alloying. Although the randomly scat-
tered Ta atoms also imposed a resistance to GB
motion, the effect is not as strong as in the alloy
with clusters. It was found that, due to short-circuit
Ta diffusion in GBs, a moving GB precipitates a set
of Ta clusters in its wake (Fig. 8). This observation
suggests a mechanism by which the clusters can
form inside the grains as observed in experi-
ments.13,16,17 At high temperatures, the clusters
can precipitate directly from the solid solution by a
process similar to spinodal decomposition.23 How-
ever, Ta diffusion in the Cu lattice is very slow13

Fig. 8. Clustering during GB motion in the random Cu-2 at.%Ta alloy at 900 K. Only Ta clusters containing five or more atoms are shown in the
images. The numbers in the left and right columns indicate the elapsed time and the velocity of grain translation, respectively. The arrow shows
the GB position. Note the formation of a Ta cluster array behind the moving boundary. The slower the GB motion, the larger are the Ta clusters.
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and, at relatively low temperatures, this process is
ineffective. The proposed GB-assisted mechanism
can operate a lower temperatures when lattice
diffusion is frozen out.

Although the results reported in the paper were
obtained for a particular symmetrical tilt GB, it is
believed that the general conclusions remain valid
for all high-angle GBs. This assumption can be
validated by studying a larger set of different GBs in
the future.
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